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Video conferencing systems are cumently being used to

distribute lectures over geographical distances. Tlmugh 2-

way video and audio links, students can actively partici-

pate in classes without being physically co-located with the

lecturer.

While this use of video confemncing systems may reduce

traveling and make more courses available to students, the

video link only conveys a limited part of the communica-

tion that naturally takes place during a course. Handouts,
copies of tranpamncies and high-quality images are exam-
ples of data that are not easily transferable over a video
link.

Norwegian Telecom has established a high-capacity digital
network for experimental applications. me bandwidth of
the Supemet (33 Mbit/s) allows for establishing real time
video conferences over a packet-switched network using
Internet protocols. This duplicates the functionality of a
traditional video conferencing system while allowing us to
integrate common Internet applications into the lecturtxi.

A course at the University of Oslo has been using video-
conferencing systems to make the lectures available to a
larger group of students. Two electronic classrooms, one
located at the main campus and the other at a satellite loca-

tion has been linked over the Supemet allowing for video
and audio transmission. Each classroom contains cameras

and monitors, in addition, the rooms are equipped with

large electronic white boards where the lecturer can

present and interact with information.

Also, stu&nts connected to Internet are able to participate

in the course. llmugh freely available, but lower quality

videoccmferencing software, students in Trondheim,

Troms@ and Stockholm can follow lectures. Unfortunately,

this has been a one-way link not allowing student interac-

tion.

All students, wether in the electronic classrooms or at their

machines, can follow the whiteboard presentation in a

window. ‘he shared whiteboard is based on the World

Wide Web system, which has established itself as the
hypertext system of choice on the net. An increasing
number of information semers around the world allow
users to access informationthroughclient programs.

The hypertext markup language, which is the native data
format of the web, allows for simple, but effective, presen-
tation of textual information. Nso, client programs may
support other data types such as images and sound. The
whiteboard, which is a modified version of the Mosaic
client software, is rendered at each participating site. As
the lecturer moves forward in the presentation, a multicast
protocol instincts each client to fetch the new transparency
from a common server. Compared to sending a video
image of the transparency,the presentationqurdity is signif-
icant y higher, while utilizing the power of distributed
processing and high-resolution computerscreens.

The shared whiteboard window has proved to be valuable
for all participating students -- probably more so than the
image of the lectureror the participants. Still, audio seems
to be most important.

By, putting the presentations into the web, transparencies
are available to the students for review after the lectures,
therebyreplacingpapercopies.

However, making the lecture transparencieselectronically
available has raised some questions with regard to the
structuring of information. The sequential nature of a
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lecture and the corresponding transparencies does not
exploit the capabilities of hyper-linked stmctures -- which
users expect to find on web-servers.

The World Wide Web represents an information architec-
ture that can be a basis for distributed groupware
applications. By combining a hypertext system with real-
time multimedia communication, we are seeing the
contours of a rich, distributed groupware environment
where distance education will thrive.
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